CREATIVE MOVEMENT DANCE CLASSES at First Society are scheduled to begin on February 19th and run for six weeks from 4:30--6 PM. This activity is planned to make one aware of the possibilities of using all parts of the body in a context of pattern and rhythm which aids in self-discovery. Registration fee is $12, payable at the first meeting, and classes are for adults only. Call Diana Cottam, 233-9509.

ROSEMARY LESTER writes from Oxford, Ohio that she is planning to return to Madison this summer and for the next year will be working furiously on her dissertation. She is looking for a large, empty, heated room (finished basement, for example) with access to bathroom and minimal kitchen privileges, and some storage space. Will do house and/or garden work in exchange for partial rent, if desired. Separate entrance preferred, and non-interference with homeowner's privacy is absolutely assured. Call the newsletter editor if you can help.

COMMUNICATION PROBLEM? You may have noticed that the last three newsletters have lacked information of Sunday programs. You may also have noticed a lack of meeting notices for the Program Committee, Executive Board meetings, and all other committee meetings (except Social Action). Obviously, there is a communication gab somewhere; could it be with you? The editor would very much appreciate committee chairmen and others providing some Prairie news for the Prairie newsletter.